
An Advertiser’s Guide 
to Viewability 

Pre-Sale
Align viewability 
expectations

Choose one absolute goal

Understand optimal 
performance set-up

During
Request regular updates

Re-examine goals, reassess 
strategy

Post-Sale
Give feedback

Ask for reporting

Solicit recommendations

The evolution of digital advertising has brought us many gifts, including the ability to 
better measure our marketing efforts. However, digital advertising KPIs can sometimes 
feel like both a blessing and a curse. While much of the industry still look to KPIs such 
as impressions and clicks, others have chosen to focus on return on advertising spend 
(ROAS) and completed views. Then there are the murkier KPIs like viewability.

Viewability is often less important for direct response digital marketers whose goals 
tend to be easier to measure. For brand marketers aiming to drive offline sales or 
promote a product with a longer consideration cycle (an automobile, for example), 
measuring viewability makes sense, but it shouldn’t necessarily be the primary KPI with 
which you measure your advertising investments. 

In this short guide, we’ve identified some key areas, questions and talking points for 
any advertiser thinking about adding viewability as a metric to their campaigns.



WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT FROM A 
PARTNER? 
 
Partners should be able to collaborate and explain 
in detail the benefits as well as the drawbacks 
of aligning a campaign to a viewability goal. This 
open discourse will ultimately increase trust and 
reassurance between clients and partners. Some 
questions to consider:

• How important is viewability in your 
campaigns? 

• If you had to choose your #1 goal, would it 
be viewability, performance or something 
else?

• Do your partners have their own viewability 
technology and, if so, is it MRC accredited?

• Which third parties do you work with or 
prefer? 

• What benchmarks across their ad units can 
each partner offer? 

• Do you as a marketer align with the MRC 
viewability definition?
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WHAT DO I DETERMINE TO BE 
“VIEWABLE”?
 
Viewability has evolved over the past few years. 
The original MRC definition of “viewable” required 
that 50% of an ad’s pixels be in view for one 
second for display ads. 

Although this is possible, viewable inventory can 
be scarce so expect  conversations around rate 
increases.

Rather than hitting a given threshold, time-based 
viewability metrics such as Cost per Viewable 
impression (CPV) may be better suited for your 
campaign goals and are worth consulting with 
your partners about.

WHAT DOES EACH PARTNER 
RECOMMEND AS THE OPTIMAL SET-UP 
FOR PERFORMANCE?
 
Pick one absolute goal for your campaign and 
stick to it. Secondary viewability thresholds can be 
put in place, but you should strive to prioritize a 
single goal. Perhaps counterintuitively, viewability 
and performance don’t always go hand in hand.

Remember that not all viewability measurement 
is equal, even between MRC accredited vendors. 

• Does your partner have a deep vendor 
relationship integration?

• Do you prefer to use your own vendor?

• Are you aware of all the discrepancies that 
exist between vendors?

• Are you prepared to get the reporting setup 
to each of your partners early and in as 
granular of detail as possible?

“Partners should be able to collaborate and explain in detail the benefits as 
well as the drawbacks of aligning a campaign to a viewability goal.”



Post-Sale
WHAT COMES AFTER? HOW CAN I ENSURE THAT I RECEIVE NEXT STEPS? 

Give feedback  

• Did the partner miss or meet viewability needs? 

• How strict were the viewability goals that you first outlined? Could they have been 
lightly loosened to focus on a different, primary KPI?

• Where can they improve? 

• What did you like about working with the vendor? 

• Has your partner been transparent about what it is they provided, or do you feel like 
you’ve been sold a black box? 

Ask for reporting 

• Ask for a campaign wrap-up from your partner, broken out into granular detail for your 
own analysis and comparison of cross-partners.

• Did one ad size/format/placement drive better engagement, viewability or 
performance? Ask questions in detail so that you can apply the learnings to the next 
burst of activity.

Be open to suggestions

• If viewability is king, could an increase in CPM improve this KPI?

• What about a change of stance, respective to what you deem as viewable?

• How about expanding into different formats or devices?

• Could opening up your whitelist improve viewability and/or performance?

During
HOW CAN THE PARTNER IMPROVE ON 
CAMPAIGN VIEWABILITY?

Be open to partners offering recommendations as they can 
improve your campaign performance in ways you might not 
have considered.   

A partner should be able to give you regular updates on 
campaign viewability across different placements. Questions 
to consider:

• Have you given them suitable access to viewability 
reporting so that they can optimize?

• Have the goals changed mid-campaign? 

• Are there any whitelists/blacklists in place that could be 
hampering performance?

Your partners should be able to tell you whether they can hit 
a certain viewability threshold if required, and also give you a 
rough idea of viewability across their ads.
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